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ABSTRACT
The aim of the paper is to foster a discussion in the engineering design community about its
understanding of the innovation phenomena and the unique contribution that comes from engineering
design. The paper reports on the dialouge originating from a series of workshops with participants from
different backgrounds in engineering design, systems engineering, industrial design psychology and
business.
Definitions of innovation are revisited as used in business, management and engineering design
contexts. The role of innovation is then discussed related to product development from (i) the
management perspective, (ii) a systems architecture perspective and (iii) in relation to sustainable
development as one driver of innovation.
It is argued that engineering design has a central role in how to realise the novelty aspect of innovation
and often plays a critical role in maturing these into the valuable products, and there is a need to articulate
the role of engineering design in innovation to better resonate with the business and management
research.
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1

INTRODUCTION

To be successful with innovation is key for companies and necessary both to meet new and existing
needs. Ideas and innovations can also generate needs, requirements and desires that have not been
previously recognised and thereby open up new markets and builds up brand reputation if developed
into implemented innovations. The term innovation is used widely but not always clearly defined in
both the engineering design and the business research communities. Therefore, it can be difficult to
distinguish how research contributions from domains such as these two build on each other. The aim
of the paper is to foster a discussion in the engineering design community about its understanding of
the innovation phenomena and the unique contribution that come from engineering design. A guiding
research question is stated as “How does the engineering design literature contribute to our
understanding of innovation?”
A survey commissioned by the European Union (2014) showed that 3 in 10 companies did introduce
innovation on the market. 79% of companies that introduced at least one innovation since 2011
experienced an increase of their turnover by more than 25% by 2014. Innovations that companies are
most likely to have introduced new or significantly improved services (38%) or goods (37%). One
third have introduced new or significantly improved marketing strategies (33%), while 30% have
introduced new or improved organisational structures and 29% new or improved processes . This
classification (Freeman, 1991) implies that a large range of changes of improvements may be seen as
an innovation. The business school community is often taking this view, and talks about any kind of
the new product or service as an innovation. The European Union also sees design as an important
means to innovation in its policy1. Designers and engineers also generate new solutions, many of
which they themselves would not consider to be innovations, because they use existing solution
principles and well established processes to create them. For example the first bagless vacuum cleaner
was widely talked about as an innovation in vacuum cleaner technology. The annual update of a
standard vacuum cleaner would not be considered an innovation by the design department but might
be marketed as an innovation by the business part of the firm. Market introduction alone is not an
innovation, as the GoPro camera for action sport illustrates exemplifies. GoPro is engineered based on
established design solutions but repurposed them successfully for new users and market segments.
If all new solutions are considered innovation, the focus on innovations that make a difference is lost. It
trivialises both design and innovations and hides the importance of design and the transformative power of
innovations. We take the view that innovation should be novel and be successfully introduced on the
market (Kaiserfledt, 2006; OECD, 1991). Hence invention may not necessarily be an innovation
(Kaiserfledt, 2006; Freeman, 1991) since only the novelty criteria can be satisfied. However, what
constitutes novel and what is successfully introduced is a matter of debate and interpretation. As an
example, open rotor technology for aircraft propulsion has been flight tested as a new concept in 1986, but
was not carried forward to market introduction at the time (Butterworth-Hayes, 2010). The same idea is
now reintroduced as a potential innovation and undergoes an ambitious test program in Europe. Hence, the
open rotor is an invention but not yet an innovation. The effort of turning invention into a successful
innovation requires in this case substantial engineering effort and advancements in product development.
Similarly, the business department may take a different view on this, focusing on the potential of the
technology and the readiness to complete it fully.
This paper is a collective effort by members of the Modelling and Management Engineering Processes
(MMEP) special interest group (SIG) of the Design Society, who share a passion in understanding and
supporting engineering design practise. The overall structure of the paper emerged from the MMEP
workshop at DESIGN18. One result from the workshop was the need to articulate what role ED has in
the Innovation landscape. This paper is not a review paper, but rather as a first report so that we can
collectively built on it and start a discussion in the community about our view of innovation.
The paper brings together key definitions of innovation in section 3 and discusses the role innovation
and innovation management can play in the product development process in sections 4 and 5. As many
of the key decisions about where and how to innovate in a product are made early in the product
development process, section 6 looks specifically at innovation in the context of system architecture
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design. Innovation is often driven by the need to improve particular aspects of a product. There are
many drivers for innovation, which have motivated communities to address innovation. Section 7
looks specifically at design for sustainability, where it has been recognised a long time ago that
significant innovation will be required to make products more sustainable.
2

CONTEXT AND METHODOLOGY

This paper summarises the results of a series of workshops organised by the MMEP SIG. Three
workshops with the shared theme “organising innovation” were organised between September 2017
and May 2018. The participants had different backgrounds such as engineering design, systems
engineering, industrial design psychology and business.
56 experts participated in the first workshop, which was organised during the ICED’17 conference in
Vancouver. Five invited talks triggered the subsequent discussion, which unveiled gaps in
understanding and the heterogeneity of views that the participants had. It became clear that additional
aspects and viewpoints need to be considered and that the meaning of innovation lacks clarity.
Triggered by these results a second workshop with the same theme was organised in February 2018 in
Paris at Centrale Supélec, with 15 researchers participating. Based on six invited talks and results of the
previous workshop the group created an affinity diagram to organise identified topics and results of the
discussions. One of the goals of this workshop was to converge from the broad range of topics addressed in
Vancouver to a set of core topics that are essential to link the broad range of related viewpoints.
The last workshop during DESIGN’18 in May 2018 was intended to integrate all insights from the
previous workshops. During this workshop the group of authors of this paper formed and defined the
issues to be addressed, the structure of the paper and areas that require further research.
The discussions that span across the three workshops were highly iterative. A core team of participants
that attended all workshops continued their exchange and organised the convergence of the
discussions in between the workshops via telephone and e-mail. While the first workshop provided a
broad overview of related viewpoints on the addressed subject, the subsequent workshops and
communications were aimed to focus on the central aspects that we believe are relevant to provide a
basis to integrate the many different viewpoints of the different communities that share the same
interest in innovation.
In an effort to clarify the relation of innovation management and product development, the definitions
and different notions of its understanding in these disciplines have been further investigated
performing a literature study involving researchers representing both fields. Moreover, literature that
takes a multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary perspective, i.e., that tries to identify the common
elements of innovation across disciplines, has been included in this study.
3

DEFINITIONS

Innovation is central to product development. However, depending on the discipline, the life-cycle phase
and the role of a person, the term innovation is understood and used in a subtly different way (e.g. between
business and engineering fields, Schilling 2017). Different communities claim ownership of the term.
Based on a content analysis of 60 definitions of innovation from business and management, economics,
organisation studies, innovation and entrepreneurship, and technology, science and engineering. Baregheh
et al. (2009) offers an interdisciplinary definition of “innovation as a multi-stage process whereby
organizations transform ideas into new/improved products, service or processes, in order to advance,
compete and differentiate themselves successfully in their marketplace”.
Most definitions of the term innovation relate back to Schumpeter’s (1947) theory of innovation.
Schumpeter used the term initially as “By innovations I understand ... changes of the combinations of the
factors of production ... They consist primarily in changes in methods of production and transportation,
or in changes in industrial organization, or in the production of a new article, or in the opening up of new
markets or of new sources of material (Schumpeter, 1927).” Later he moves beyond the recombination
of elements and refers to innovation as: “the doing of new things or the doing of things that are already
done, in a new way (Schumpeter, 1947).”
Newness is a key concept in innovation. The management literature offers a brief definition of
innovation as “a new match between a need and a solution” (Terwiesch and Ulrich, 2009). By
analysing what innovative means, Cooper (2011) defines “newness” of products along two axes: “new
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to the company” and “new to the market.” Based on that, he distinguishes six different types of new
products: New-to-the world products, new product lines, additions to existing product lines,
improvements and revisions to existing products, repositioning, cost reductions.
In engineering design Pahl and Beitz (2007) define innovation as follows “An innovation is a product
that realises new functions and properties. This could be through novel or new combinations of
existing solutions.” They distinguish between innovation and invention. “An invention is something
truly new and is often based on the application of the latest scientific knowledge and insights (Pahl
and Beitz, 2007).” Innovation and inventions are closely related to original design, which they define
as: “New tasks and problems are solved using new or novel combinations of known solution
principles.” The combination of novelty and market introduction is else highlighted by Papalambros
(2008) who sees innovation as “‘the introduction of something new’, ‘a new idea, method or device’,
‘the successful exploitation of new ideas’.
There is a general consensus in all these definitions that innovation is related to something being new.
The difference lies in the degree of newness and what is new. Pahl and Beitz (2007) suggest that
innovation implies new functions or properties to the product, rather than being improvements or
changes to existing ones, whereas the innovation management definitions focus on the effect of
innovation and include changes to existing products as long as they add value or are successful in the
market (Schilling 2017).
Engineering companies tend to approach newness from the perspective of how much they know about
the component or system and argue that a component or system is new either, if it is newly designed or
deployed in a new or different context, e.g. under a different operational temperature. In the design of
mature products companies set targets to minimise newness for e.g. number of components or systems
that are carried over from previous products or platforms (Wyatt et al., 2009). In engineering newness
is associated with risk, as a new system has not been tried in practise or in a different context and the
technology it is built upon is not yet validated, e.g. (Hein, 2016). The aerospace industry (Mankins
1995) has developed technology readiness levels (TRL) to assess whether a technology is sufficiently
mature to be deployed in a product, where TRL 1 corresponds to a new basic principle that is
discovered, TRL 5 requires a test in a realistic product and TRL 9 is required for introduction in a
product. If tying innovation to market success, innovation would then only occur when TRL 9 is met
and the product enters the market. If innovation is tied to newness only, innovation would happen at
earlier TRL stages.
Both communities seem to agree that innovation involves and requires elements of newness and
successful market introduction, however the degree of newness and market success required to
constitute innovation and the balance between the two is a matter of interpretation. All in all, the
above discussion shows that the concept of innovation differs and is contextual. Different bodies of
literature focus on particular aspects of innovation. Both product development (PD) and business
research (often referring to innovation management) focusses on the process of creating innovative
products, however PD puts more emphasis on the technical realisation and innovation management
more on the management and business success aspects. In short, the engineering design research view
on innovation is more on the novelty of product content and function, whereas business and
management fields of research on innovation focus more on the effect of products and its relations to
markets and actors engaged.
4

INNOVATION IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

PD for complex mechanically dominated products are often organised in a PD process, where the
decision control logic is one view (Cooper, 1988) and the design logic is the other. Currently,
manufacturers of complex products, such as automotive and aerospace, seek more flexible
development processes to allow for a higher degree of customisation while still retaining commonality
and platforms (Avner et al, 2017).
Product development can be straight forward and comprise little degree of novelty or risk, yet still
comprise a significant amount of work to prepare. In relation to innovation, PD can be used to
deliberately seek to realise new ideas or meeting new needs on a market. The PD organisations know
upfront that there is a novelty expected as an outcome. A more subtle condition is the case where a PD
team runs into challenges that were not foreseen, and novel strategies need to be adopted to resolve the
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issues. In practice, this is frequently occurring and we can refer this to accidental innovation. Sources
of innovation in PD are unpredictable and can be multiple (von Hippel 1988, 2005).
This is closely related to the notion of radical vs incremental innovation, where incremental innovation
relies on the confidence that the product to be designed is similar to a precedent design. Radical
innovation indicates that there is a bigger risk, and a major effort expected to realise the idea or
develop solutions to a need, as new engineering and physical principles might be used (Henderson and
Clark, 1990).
The results of the R&D programs or pre-studies are usually introduced into product ranges in a
structured way according to technology roadmaps or product plans. Technology roadmapping has
originally been developed to integrate product technology strategy and product planning (e.g.
Groenveld, 1997) for specific companies and has later been applied to entire industry sectors to inform
policy development (Kostoff & Schaller, 2001). The approach is now widely applied and can be
customised to different settings (Phaal et al., 2004). These plans lay out at which point a technology
needs to be ready to be introduced into a product or product family and can therefore be used to drive
the creation of innovation as well as the maturing of innovative technologies to get them ready for
introduction into industry.
From a technology-centric perspective, Zelkowitz (1996) distinguishes between technology transfer,
where new technology, which is for example developed by a university, is transferred to an entire
industry sector and technology infusion where a new technology is introduced into a specific product.
For a company one of the challenges is the selection of promising technologies not just on the merit of
the technology itself, but also the implication this introduction has for the product (Smaling and de
Weck, 2007), as this process can be associated with considerable cost (Suh et al., 2010). It is rarely
possible to contain a new technology to a single system without considerable change propagation and
thereby costly impact on other systems.
The idea of technology introduction is a deliberate strategy to bring innovation into a product,
however innovation can also be introduced into products as a mitigation for problems that emerge as
part of the product development process (Schilling 2017). As the product development process
progresses the design becomes more and more constrained by the decisions that are already fixed and
the shortening time scale, which makes companies look for solutions that change little in the overall
design, even if they bring in newness (Eckert et al., 2012). The tensions between organized and
controlled innovation work, e.g. systems engineering for critical components and systems, and the
innovative and creative work that fosters unpredicted innovation, can be a delicate balance for
corporate management and engineering leadership. This tension can partly be explained by the tension
between cost and profit, always prevalent in the business context; to be able to cover costs for
innovation work, and bear the risk of failure. At the end of the day, companies need to get return on
their investment in innovation and engineering efforts at early stages. “A large part of the value of an
innovation is determined by the degree to which people can understand it, access it, and integrate it…”
(Schilling 2017:291) Innovation is not only generating revenues, but “deployment is a core part of the
innovation process itself” (ibid).
To summarize, PD in terms of realizing innovations creates tension between induced cost, risk of
introducing newness and the future profit that would potentially be generated. Therefore the PD
literature tend to see innovation as something driven by need to meet expectations and requirements,
whereas the business and management community rather regard, innovation as a positive characteristic
of organisations acting proactively with their product strategy.
5

MANAGING INNOVATION IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

The business and management literature focusses on assuring that the effect of innovation can be
realised. Well-executed innovation management is decisive for competitive success (Adams et al.,
2006) and understanding how to perform innovation is a key success factor (Oliveira et al., 2017). In
this sense, the innovation is seen as more strategic, emphasising strategic investments in renewing
product and technology over time and in all phases of the PD process. Innovation strategy needs to be
consistent with the overall company strategy, production capacity, market strength, technological
capabilities and costa (Oliveira et al., 2017). For innovation to be successful it must be carefully
aligned with the PD process and managed in a holistic way through the whole PD process
(Chaochotechuang et al., 2015; Sundbo, 1997).
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Successful innovation management depends on multiple factors. Cooper et al. (1999) advises to focus
on making strategic, technological and resource choices related to project selection. However, areas
related with resourcing of innovation activities, including activities such as finances or HR, are also
considered vital (Adams et al., 2006). These resource-based areas together with access to finance,
highly skilled workforce and engaged management drive innovation (Goedhuys and Veugelers, 2012;
Chaochotechuang et al., 2015).
From a strategic leadership perspective, the behaviour of senior management is highly influential in
innovation management success (Dougherty and Cohen, 1995). Executives most likely to make
innovation successful are those with a clear vision of the future and that support organizational and
cultural change, fostering company strategy evolution (Sundbo, 1997).
Another strategy companies can apply to enhance product innovation is to engage in networking with
for instance, manufacturers, other companies or clients, to increase market information and
technological capabilities (Serra and García, 2013; Hansen and Birkinshaw, 2007). This way, the firm
can have access to valuable market information that enables it to target innovation initiatives, without
wasting valuable resources and time learning through trial and error (Serra and García, 2013; von
Hippel 1986; Goedhuys and Veugelers, 2012). Finally, for the product launch and implementation
stage it is companies’ marketing capabilities that are significant (Calantone and di Benedetto, 1988).
To summarize, business innovation management literature concludes that for companies to thrive the
product development process is not an end to itself but needs to be aligned with company strategy,
technological capabilities, cost, etc. and relies on success factors such as a clear vision of senior
management for making the necessary changes. While innovation needs to be actively managed
through the PD process, many of the fundamental decisions about innovation in a product are set with
the system architecture.
6

INNOVATION AND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we are shifting the focus to the product’s architecture, when key decisions are made.
The relationship between product and system architecture and innovation has received considerable
attention in the strategic management, technology management, product development, and system
architecture literature. Nevertheless, their focus differs considerably.
The product architecture has been an important topic in the strategic and technology management literature,
where innovation has been categorized in terms of modular, architectural, and radical innovation in
Henderson and Clarke’s seminal publication on architectural innovation from the management literature
(Henderson and Clark, 1990). Modular innovation remains on the component level, whereas architectural
innovation changes the relationships between components, and radical innovation impacts both the
components and relationships. Furthermore, radical innovation is commonly based on new engineering and
physical principles and may have the potential of opening up new markets (Henderson and Clark, 1990).
They argue that innovation of the product architecture could challenge incumbent companies, as the change
in architecture (relationships between components) induces changes to a company’s organization. Notably,
the Design Structure Matrix literature has addressed this issue from a management and engineering design
point of view (Sosa et al., 2011; Sosa et al., 2004). The reverse, called “mirroring hypothesis”, where the
product architecture reflects the architecture of the organization developing the product (Colfer and
Baldwin, 2016; Conway, 1968; MacCormack et al., 2011) is often seen as a barrier to innovation.
Baldwin & Clark (2000) have explored in-depth the relationship between the dynamics of innovation
in the microcomputer industry and the product architecture of microcomputers. Notably, the
emergence of modules and design rules for interfacing the modules accelerates the introduction of
innovations on module level. Research on dominant design (Anderson and Tushman, 1990; Tushman
and Anderson, 1986) has looked into the relationship between the development of industries and its
dependence on a stable product architecture.
The product architecture and systems architecture literature has mostly focused on this relationship
with an emphasis on the product itself (Crawley et al, 2015). For example, the literature on technology
infusion proposes approaches for managing the introduction of component innovations into an existing
product architecture and the effect this introduction would have on the architecture (Smaling & de
Weck, 2007; Suh et al, 2010), as previously mentioned in Section 4. More recently, the introduction of
new technologies to a wider organizational and system of systems ecosystem has been explored (Hein
et al, 2018).
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To summarize, the strategic and technology management literature attend more to the relationship
between types of innovations in a product and its effect on an industry and vice versa. The product and
systems architecture literature in engineering design on the other hand, focusses on the effects of
introducing technology and innovations to the product architecture itself. Generally, innovation is
often driven by a desire to address specific needs, behaviours and other aspects associated with a
product, without impairing the core functionality of the system architecture. One such aspect is
sustainability.
7

INNOVATION FOR SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability is an important driver for innovation and the life cycle perspective opens up new
opportunities for innovation. For example, within the aeronautic industry the Advisory Council for
Aeronautics Research in Europe (ACARE) has set up some high-level targets such as the “Ultra green
air transport system”. Concrete targets on product functionality such as lighter weight, noise reduction,
emission reduction and high reliability are prioritized parameters in concept selection. Also new fuels,
totally new designs to reduce fuel burn, and new flight routes are concrete measures for reduction of
the environmental impact from airplanes in operation (ACARE, 2011).
When full life-cycle responsibility is added, not only from an environmental but also from a social
perspective, and from material extraction, via production and use, to component scrapping, the
complexity increases even more. There is a challenge in being able to optimize these aspects and at the
same time being competitive in the market. Using sustainability as a driver for innovations can open
up new possibilities and ways to be competitive at the future market.
To implement sustainability in the early stages of the product innovation process means that it
provides opportunities for improving sustainability aspects of a product and for enhancing the product
competitiveness (Chiu and Chu, 2012). Achieving a sustainable solution requires a life cycle
perspective and fundamental changes to production and consumption systems that goes well beyond
resource efficiency and recycling waste in order to meet the requirements in the transition towards a
circular economy (EEA, 2017). To preserve the value of products for as long as possible plays a
central role and puts products centre-stage in the transition process. This means life cycle implications
and solutions are needed rather than just innovation of a product and its features “only”.
Increased capabilities to integrate sustainability aspects in the early design stages is therefore very
important for the future of the company (Schulte and Hallstedt, 2017) and in order to create
sustainable innovations. The engineers need to know which and how method and support systems for
sustainability integration are used, and which and how sustainability-related decisions are taken during
the product innovation process. The self-benefit for the company is then clear through, for example,
new innovations that provide more customer value, the attraction and maintaining of top talent
employees, a strong brand and business image, being ahead of legislation, more motivated and loyal
employees, lower operating and credit costs, lower vulnerability to sudden market changes (Testa and
Iraldo, 2010; Willard, 2012). In short, engaging in increased capabilities for sustainable product
development is a way to exploit business opportunities and avoid long-term negative consequences,
which means that it is smart risk management (Schulte and Hallstedt, 2018). Sustainability is a good
example that simultaneously brings principally new perspectives on both business, management and
development of innovation.
8

REFLECTION

Newness and improvement of products are important as an integral part of engineering design. In the
engineering design community, innovation implies a change or newness that goes beyond standard and
incremental design, something that is challenging or disruptive, a new solution principle. This means,
a new technology or a new way of working that the organisation is unfamiliar with, and which implies
a certain degree of risk to the organisation. A product which is only a version of an existing one would
not be seen as an innovation but as regular product development activities. By contrast, from a
business perspective the effect of introducing a known, or incrementally improved, product to a new
market can be seen an innovation, because it is new in the sense of not having existed in the past.
Depending on the innovation taxonomy in the business literature, innovation in the engineering design
sense can be radical (discontinuity in product and market), really new (discontinuity in product)
(Garcia and Calantone, 2002). However, a discontinuity in market (a specific form of really new
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innovation according to Garcia and Calantone (2002)), where the product essentially stays the same,
would not be considered an innovation from an engineering design perspective. In both cases
innovation requires a successful implementation and value creation.
Figure 1 shows “novelty” and “successful market introduction” as two axes and the degree of
innovation as contour lines. It illustrates that products are somewhere in a spectrum of market
introduction and novelty and positioned in the top right corner (3) in Figure 1 satisfies both criteria on
innovation. However, where the line is drawn between routine development and innovation is a matter
of interpretation of how the innovation is realised. While novel applications of known technology (2 in
Figure 1) can be regarded as a business innovation, e.g. the GoPro camera, novel technologies and
applications can be seen as a technology innovation with little or no market success (4 in Figure 1).
Product development plays an important role to understand the feasibility, risk and effort necessary to
deliver novelty successfully to a market (3 in Figure 1).
Success in Market
Introduction

2

3
Focus on business
innovation

1

4
Focus on technological
innovation

Novelty in content,
functionality or performance

Figure 1. Spectrum of market introduction and novelty. The design and business viewpoints
agree on that the top right corner constitutes innovation.

Defining innovation by novelty (3,4) and successful market introduction (2,3) is necessary but not
sufficient from an engineering design point of view, since it does not consider how the innovation has
been realized. Classically, a change in the way innovation is realized would be a form of process
innovation (Utterback and Abernathy, 1975). The design view includes how the innovation is realized.
An innovation would require novel technologies and/or new design rules and principles. Unless we
know how to realize the innovation, we are likely to fail. As the example of additive manufacturing
illustrates, the new way of producing things requires considerable knowledge and effort to
successfully realize innovation. Unless design skills and processes are available and used, ideas and
inventions do not become innovations. From a design perspective, the GoPro camera example does not
qualify as an technology innovation, but rather a successful product development, but possibly a
business innovation. From a business perspective, innovation points to the potential of new sales and
revenue. Therefore innovation is seen as something positive and innovation becomes part of the
rhetoric of the business community. In engineering, innovation points to the risk. The rhetoric of
engineering is therefore often pointing to limiting the risk of innovations that often are “new features”
of types of products already existing for which the customers, users or public can see a benefit, but
down played for other parts of the system.
Innovation is a priori a common concept, which can bring both benefit as well as costs and risks.
However, the discourse on different innovation perspectives risks hiding the benefits and challenges
associated and makes the collaboration across disciplinary boundaries difficult. This paper has drawn
attention to the multiplicity of viewpoints and communities that address innovation and has
highlighted the need to be explicit about what is meant by innovation. Since both “novelty” and
“successful introduction” are difficult to measure objectively and across products, innovation alone is
subject to interpretation. From an engineering perspective, exploring novel technologies using new
means to realise them to develop new products are fundamental for product development for
innovation.
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